The Goodbye Boat
Eventually, you will no question discover a supplementary experience and carrying out by spending more cash.
nevertheless when? accomplish you consent that you require to get those all needs similar to having significantly cash?
Why dont you attempt to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to comprehend
even more just about the globe, experience, some places, when history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own era to feint reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy now is The Goodbye Boat
below.

The Goodbye Book Todd Parr 2019-08 This title shows readers the emotions they might feel after a loss, and that
someone will always be there to support them. Aligned to Common Core standards and correlated to state standards.
Spotlight is a division of ABDO.
The Goodbye Island John Gunn 2006
The FunGkins C. Raymond Gray 2014-10-15 Clara Gooday, age 9, hears what she thinks is her Aunt Tilly’s tall tale about
seeing the FunGkins. Things heat up when Clara meets two FunGkins and helps them get back the Magic Mushroom.
The Jacks reward Clara and Aunt Tilly by shrinking them down to their size and whisking them off to the magical land of
Mushroom Valley. There they see creatures never seen by any human and FunGkins who are from all nationalities and
races living in harmony. Meanwhile, the skinny, seven-foot-tall, evil Mr. Mustashio has moved into the funeral home next
door. Clara plans to watch every move he and his talking dog, Snodsty, make. Follow Clara in this tale of friendship, faith,
and moral fiber.
The Skinkadink Bradler Smith ***A quest fantasy/fantasy fiction adventure … The good folk of Wilstrome had lived with
the ever-looming threat of the Skinkadink - or as they often refer to it, the monster in the mountains - for as long as they
could remember. After a previous failed attempt to destroy the foul beast, the Skinkadink went quiet. Many believed it had

succumbed to its wounds and was not seen or heard of again ... until now. Worrying talk of sightings and missing farm
animals had led some to believe that it was stirring again and would wreak havoc on Wilstrome once more. The brave,
sword cane fighting weasel, Plodweasel and his best friend, a rare two-footed scritch, known as Tamfoot, are tasked with
forming a brave band of adventurers and undertaking a perilous quest; hunting and destroying the Skinkadink. With the
aid of an orphaned boy, a young fisherman, named Brillo, they set about forming their party and ultimately, embark on an
epic quest to end the monster's reign of terror.
The Goodbye Man Chad Barton 2011-07-08 As more people filled the packed church, Jack was forced to move down the
wall toward the front, until he was very near the altar. From that vantage point, he could see the young mothers face. He
found himself staring at her, unable to look away. He didnt know why. Perhaps it was the terrible sadness in her face. He
watched her intently as she clutched a little brown teddy bear and a picture of her daughter, who now lay only feet away in
a small casket. The size of it made him wince. Jack felt the anger rise within him. At sixty years old, Jack Steele has long
since retired from putting criminalsespecially those that hurt childrenin prison. Following his retirement from law
enforcement, he built a successful multimillion-dollar company, allowing him financial freedom in his golden years.
Following the unexpected loss of his wife, Sarah, however, he withdraws into himself. He becomes a loner whose only
companion is his German shepherd, Sadie. Sick of a court system that lets monsters out of prison to torture and kill again
and again, he decides there is only one way to stop them. Using his own resources, his credentials as a retired police
officer, and his .380 Walther, he and his dog begin to huntbringing justice to those whom the system cannot control. After
all, enough is enough.
Croatian-English, English-Croatian Ante Antunoviþc ?u?njar 2000 Croatian, the official language of the Republic of
Croatia, uses the Latin alphabet. The dictionary and phrasebook includes a dictionary of over 1,000 words, plus helpful
phrasebook chapters covering such subjects as travel and transportation, getting around, food and drink, healthcare, and
much more.
On The 28th Day...My Eyes Opened! Michael Sanderson 2016-02-20 In this book, the author Michael Sanderson shares
his amazing story of survival against all odds. He was internally decapitated in an horrific accident that 97% of victims do
not survive--and which leaves most of the remaining 3% paralyzed for the rest of their lives. He fought back from the brink
of death to tell his story of survival--and his testimony of God's grace and deliverance.
Book Review Index 2003 Vols. 8-10 of the 1965-1984 master cumulation constitute a title index.
The Goodbye Child Ann Major 2019-11-18 “Want it all? Read Ann Major.” –New York Times bestselling author Nora
Roberts “No one provides hotter emotional fireworks than the fiery Ann Major.” RT Reviews “Ann Major’s name on the

cover instantly identifies the book as a good read.” –New York Times bestselling author Sandra Brown When saying
goodbye is impossible . Yesterday… Eva Martin had had a weakness for bad boys Eight years ago, Evangeline had
walked away from her neighbor, the dangerously sensual Raoul Girouard and the passion they’d shared, to please her
wealthy New Orleans family. Even after she learned of his treachery and tragic death in Africa she couldn’t stop loving
him. Today… Eva is determined to close the door on the past. When Raoul walks back into her life calling himself
Nicholas Jones, he’s the last man she wants to trust with her heart. Unfortunately, he’s a high-stakes player in a deadly
game of power and intrigue and his enemy is using Eva as a bargaining chip. When Nicholas abducts her to save her, she
fights him every step of the way. But when the danger is past, can she say goodbye again to the one man she’s always
loved? Reviews "The Goodbye Child is a wonderful blend of excitement, intrigue and romance. Don’t miss it!” — KW
Rendezvous Originally published in 1988
The Goodbye Child Ann Major 1991
The Journal of Psychological Medicine and Mental Pathology 1853
Fitzroy Word Skills 4 Answer Book (Stories 31-40)
Goodbye, Vietnam Gloria Whelan 2010-11-24 "When Mai's family discovers that Vietnam government soldiers will soon
apprehend her father and grandmother, the family slips away in the night. They trudge through the swamps of the Mekong
Delta toward the sea. The gut-wrenching trip to Hong Kong is just another step toward a new life, which the family
eventually finds. Whelan's characters are distinctive, and her story is riveting, haunting, and memorable, reflecting the
human virtues of determination, hope, love, and courage in the face of the most devastating of circumstances and
injustices."--Booklist.
Bookseller 1998
Gift of Tears Susan Lendrum 2004-03-01 This thoroughly revised and updated edition of Gift of Tears includes new
research and examples of recent events to help illustrate the effects of loss. Containing a strong practical element, the
book guides the reader through the process of contemplating and eventually confronting their own relationship to loss.
Written by experienced counsellors and psychotherapists, the book contains candid and readable discussions of central
issues, including: * how to understand and work with anger and guilt * attachment patterns and loss * historical changes in
attitudes to death and bereavement * death as a particular form of loss. Gift of Tears is intended for anyone who finds
they have to cope, in the course of their daily lives, with the grief of others. It will prove invaluable to counsellors,
therapists, mental health professionals and all those helping the bereaved. www.bereavementarena.com
The Heart Behind the Mask Nancy S. Edwards 2007 Greyson Hart has been framed for murder and has faked her own

death to avoid arrest. Detective O'Connor is searching for her - not to arrest her - but to win her heart.
Calgarron Howard McKenzie 2013-02 Calgarron is the story of one man's life from boy to warrior to lover to husband and
father. Set to the background of the Japanese invasion of the Malay Peninsula and the Second World War, his fast-paced
novel moves through Asia, Australia, USA, and Europe. War brings injury, friendship, and love, but his family secrets
shatter his life and grip on reality. Lavinia Calgarron looked down at her son fast asleep in his bed. The last hundred
years' war had ravished not only her own family but especially the Calgarron family. Lavinia had lost her husband during
the First World War, and now deep into the Second World War, the only Calgarron left lay wounded in a bed in Darwin
hospital. He was the captain of a destroyer and had returned in triumph from a rescue mission on Timor but in the process
had broken his leg. Lewis Calgarron lay sleeping; he was thinking of Sophie, the woman he loved. They had met under
such unusual circumstances thrown together by war. She had lost everything; he had lost estates, wealth, and status
because of the war with Japan. He needed to build back that fortune, and he felt under self-applied pressure to produce
an heir to carry the dynasty forward. He was determined to not only win the war but to win the peace. "Lavinia out!" he
heard. He opened his eyes and saw his mother standing near the door. Lewis thought he was dead! He smelt her first,
that unmistakably scent, her musk. He slowly turned his head and looked deep into Sophie's eyes. She smiled at him and
whispered, "Lewis Calgarron, I love you." He smiled back at her and said, "I love you too. Was that my mother?"
Tales From The Seaside Borry Porter 2013-11-26 These tales from the author's life experiences are mostly light-hearted
but they all true. They start with Nellie the dinghy who eventually became the long, red, sleek speedboat named The
Phantom. Some of the tales also involve the caravan that the author's father bought when Borry was thirteen years old.
The family spent almost every weekend from March to October at St. Lawrence Bay in the wilds and farmlands of Essex,
by the River Blackwater with recurring battles against screaming winkles, the bog of eternal stench and the evil mud
sucking monster. Fun and frolics ensued for over forty-eight years.
A Lear of the Steppes and Other Stories Ivan Sergeevich Turgenev 1894
Goodbye to Atlantis Troon Harrison 2001 Disappointed when her trip to England does not live up to her expectations,
Stella begins to realize that appearances can be deceiving and that learning to let go is an important part of growing up.
Three Women and a Boat Anne Youngson 2021-08-31 THE BBC RADIO TWO BOOK CLUB PICK A hugely charming,
uplifting story that shows it's never too late for new adventures - for fans of HAROLD FRY, DEAR MRS BIRD and THE
LIBRARIAN. 'Full of grace and humanity' SUNDAY TIMES 'Life-affirming and funny' GOOD HOUSEKEEPING Meet Eve,
who has departed from her thirty-year career to become a Free Spirit; Sally, who has waved goodbye to her indifferent
husband and two grown-up children; and Anastasia: defiantly independent narrowboat-dweller, suddenly vulnerable as

she awaits a life-saving operation. Inexperienced and ill-equipped, Sally and Eve embark upon a journey through the
canals of England, guided by the remote and unsympathetic Anastasia. As they glide gently - and not so gently - through
the countryside, the eccentricities and challenges of canalboat life draw them inexorably together, and a tender and
unforgettable story unfolds. Disarmingly truthful and narrated with a rare, surprising wit, THREE WOMEN AND A BOAT is
a journey over the glorious waterways of England and into the unfathomable depths of the human
heart. ---------------------------- What customers are saying: 'Moving, tender and just a balm for the soul' ***** 'Perfect for
those in need of an uplifting read' **** 'A warm and enjoyable read' *****
The Broken Spear Jacob M. Van Zyl 2011-01-13 Man and beast exert themselves to survive—by fight, flight, or
submission. Respecting the pecking order prevents conflict, but when leaders are challenged, lethal fights for dominance
may occur. However, the survival of the fittest is sometimes thwarted by the sheer tenacity of the underdog. In first century
Corinth, nine-year-old Jason is teased and bullied by his pugnacious rival, Krato, who is two years older. Jason’s
grandfather urges him to take the submissive role until he and his rival are both adults. Then the two year difference will
vanish, enabling Jason to throw off Krato's reign by beating him in the discus and javelin events at the Isthmian Games.
When that long anticipated day arrives, Jason is both winner and loser. His dream turns into a nightmare. He flees for his
life, bringing immense hardship on himself and his beloved Tabitha. Sexy Diana tries luring Jason in the wrong direction.
The apostle Paul arrives with the holy gospel in their wicked city. The Christian message is woven into the fabric of
choices and consequences. Circumstances beyond their control eventually bring the four Corinthians together in a place
of horror. In the face of death, old beliefs are turned upside down. They only have a broken spear for defense.
Sharing the Easter Faith with Children Carolyn C. Brown 2011-07-01 Sharing the Easter Faith with Children is
theologically sound, biblically focused, educationally on target, and developmentally appropriate. Carolyn Brown writes
clearly and helpfully, with conviction and passion for what to share and how to share one's faith with children. It should be
required reading for every parent, educator, and pastor who wants to communicate and celebrate the Easter faith with
children. Brown packs a lot of practical suggestions, insights, and activities into this very readable resource. I am confident
children will mature in their understanding and affirmation of the Easter faith when they have been nurtured in families and
congregations that take seriously what Brown offers. --Donald Griggs, author of Teaching Today’s Teachers to Teach It is
easy to share the Christmas story and faith with children. The story is beautiful and lends itself well to pageants and other
celebratory events for children. It is not so easy to share the Easter story and faith with children because the message and
images are complex. Many parents have trouble articulating what Easter means to them personally much less answering
their children’s questions. In many congregations children are featured in palm parades on Palm Sunday, but they are not

specifically planned for at other Holy Week services. When schools schedule an Easter break, many families go away and
thus unintentionally bypass the whole Easter message for years. This book explores what the Easter message can mean
to children as they grow up. The author helps congregations and families share the Easter message with their children
and include the children meaningfully in Lent, Holy Week and Easter observances. Included are materials for children
from birth (in the church nursery) to age 12, and reproducible pages to create a booklet for parents. The first section of the
book describes the particular parts of the Easter faith that are important to children at different ages and comments on the
biblical Easter texts from a child’s point of view. The second part of the book works through the Lenten season, describing
ways congregations can include children and providing program and worship plans, including: Lenten disciplines for
children and their families Ash Wednesday Celebrating Palm Sunday or looking ahead on Passion Sunday Maundy
Thursday: Recalling the Last Supper Keeping Good Friday The church-sponsored Easter Egg Hunt Easter Sunday
Morning Another part of the book offers help to leaders who want to share the content with teachers, parents, or
committees. Also included is a comprehensive list of related resources. This carefully researched and well-grounded,
practical resource from a highly regarded Christian educator will strengthen your educational ministry with children and
support parents as they shape the faith of their children.
Blue Skies, Green Hell Marilyn Lazzari-Wing 2012-08-08 Blue Skies, Green Hell, a thriller written by a bush pilot's wife, is
a riveting tale setin the 1950s when pioneers of the sky flew single-engine aircraft over unforgiving wilderness and
impenetrable jungle in Venezuela. Marilyn and Frank live in a place called the last frontier on the Orinoco River where he
establishes a multi-aircraft service that flies supplies and medicine to remote and inaccessible communities. Together they
challenge the odds and take the exhilaration of flying to new heights. Their world is fierce weather with no weather reports,
aircraft with limited range radios, and planes with six basic instruments. A search and rescue effort ends when they make
a forced landing in no man's land. A flight to Miami turns sour as their twin-engine C-46 conks out over the Caribbean.
Best friends die in fiery crashes. Aston age Indian appears where he shouldn't be. This is drama from the cockpit of
vintage aircraft.
Journal of Psychological Medicine and Mental Pathology 1853
The Goodbye Boat Mary Joslin 1998 This illustrated story tells of the sorrow of seeing the goodbye boat take a friend
away, and the confidence of knowing they travel to a bright shore beyond. It is designed to provide hope and comfort to
children who have to say goodbye forever to someone they love.
Bulletin - The Japan Society of London Japan Society of London 1971
After Goodbye Ted Menton 1994-03-30 The sequel to Ted Menten's Gentle Closings--written to help the dying person and

their loved ones deal with the inevitable goodbye--this book is designed to help the survivors find ways to grieve, let go,
and move on after the death of a loved one.
The Motor Boat Francis P. Prial 1910
The Goodbye Boat Mary Joslin 2005 Presents the phenomena of grief and loss and the concept that death is not the end.
Winter Sky Coleman Barks 2008 As the foremost translator of thirteenth-century mystic poet Jalal Al-Din Rumi, Coleman
Barks reaches a devoted, inspired, and ever-widening international audience. Yet the foundation for Barks's work as a
translator is his own significant body of work as a poet. Winter Sky offers a selection from Barks's seven previously
published books combined with a group of new poems. Barks's open-hearted, free verse poetry is infused with a joy of the
spirit at play with the forms of the world. His journey through life is deeply embedded in his work. The poems spring
directly from experience and engage with subjects such as the elation and struggle of having and raising children, grief
over the deaths of loved ones, the transition from parent to grandparent, or the changing nature and intensity of desire.
Barks's open letter to President Bush, written days before the invasion of Iraq and widely circulated online, is a poetic plea
for peace, offering a startling and moving alternative to war. Whether it is the childhood excitement of being named best
athlete at summer camp or the early signs of dementia at the age of seventy, Barks uses the personal to convey the
universal. The unique flow of a life is here in poems that are rueful, confused, torn, and grateful, but always informed by
Barks's transcendent sense of joy and playfulness.
The Quick Boat Men John Harris 2012-09-30 Edward Bourdillon’s parents perished on the waves and, brought up by his
uncle who owns a boatyard, Edward leads a life in love with the sea - until he sinks his uncle’s yacht. Soon he is bound for
Cape Town on an old tramp steamer. From earthquakes to shipwreck, his fortune turns sour until forgiveness and World
War One loom on the horizon.
An Escape Teresa L. Jones 2009-06 My best friend, Josy, had asked me to write a story about a secret she had been
keeping for years. I have changed some names to protect the innocent, and the guilty from being held liable. Josy and her
family went on a festive Hawaiian cruise for Thanksgiving. They were surprised to hear that one of the most famous
celebrities in Hollywood was going to be promoting his newest movie by performing a show. The smiles of a family
vacation were shattered when Josy received a viscious injury while lounging at the pool. The ship's security needed to find
the answers for Josy, her family, and the passengers on the ship. While recuperating in her state-room, Josy saw what
looked to be a baby being thrown into the ocean. Josy's mothering instinct made her jump into the ocean to save the child.
The Hollywood celebrity was walking though the passageway near Josy's door and heard her cries for help, and was soon

to participate in the role and adventure of a lifetime.
Destiny Has No Favorites Dieter Klett 2012-10 This is a story of a person arriving in this country in this country and in this
city where he eventually ended up in the middle of the night, not knowing a soul in Canada and having just about $10.- in
his pocket. Using my imagination I let this imaginary person - Peter- show the reader the adventures and misadventures
he and eventually his family experienced in this for him so strange and at the same time exciting new place. I decided to
cover a period of roughly the first 25 years Peter spent in his new chosed homeland. I could have continued showing the
development of his and his family's life after the 25 year period, but I decided against that. I wanted this story to have
closure. Another possible book would show the reader how Peter's life continued after 25 years and would show us how
he and his loved ones continued with their lives with its ups and downs. The gist of the events occured from the mid
1950's until the early 1980's. I actually completed this book in 1982. It was lying in my filing cabinet for 30 years, because I
never had either the time or inclination to publish in writing. The title of this publication: "Destiny has no Favorites" is
correct. Destiny, or fate, has no favorites and we all are at the mercy of this destiny destined for us by that higher power
we may call God, Nature, the Absolute Being, the Creator, Providence, the Omnipotent, Being the Supreme Soul or
whatever mage us feel better to accept the unacceptable.
House Of The Hidden Blade David Broughton 2012-05-13 It should have been an easy assignment, but in Jacob
Hamilton's world nothing is. The contact, a middle aged man, left under the wheels of a high speed train, with nothing to
show but a folder marked FOR YOUR EYES ONLY. To make matters worse, the target, a Russian petty thief known as
Andrei Ovinko, has a secret past, a past that Jacob knows only too well, for you see Ovinko moonlights as an assassin. In
his mind Jacob knows once contracts have been exchanged there is no going back on the deal, however there is one,
small, fly in the ointment, the contract has been forged. The question is why and for what purpose? Bound by his own set
of moralistic codes, Jacob knowing he has no choice, begins the hunt in hope, that by finding Ovinko, he will find out who
is behind the forgery. Whether by design or by pure luck, he unwittingly stumbles on a hidden message contained within
an old captain's desk submerged in an old shipwreck at the bottom of the Bering Sea, it is this clandestine note from the
past that has him asking more questions than he has answers for.Torn between his devotion to the brotherhood and his
desire to decode the hidden message, Jacob begins to ponder his own role as an assassin, a choice (or rather a decision)
that will have consequences. Instead of doing what his asked of him, he does what is needed of him. For once, his life as
an assassin in The House Of The Hidden Blade, becomes a paradox of the man history determines him to be.
The Goodbye Café Mariah Stewart 2019-03-26 From Mariah Stewart, New York Times bestselling author of The
Chesapeake Diaries series, comes the next book in her popular Hudson Sisters series, which follows a trio of reluctant

sisters who set out to fulfill their father’s dying wish and discover themselves in the process in this “sweet reminder of the
importance of family” (First for Women). California girl Allie Hudson Monroe can’t wait for the day when the renovations on
the Sugarhouse Theater are complete so she can finally collect the inheritance from her father and leave Pennsylvania.
After all, her life and her fourteen-year-old daughter are in Los Angeles. But Allie’s divorce left her tottering on the edge of
bankruptcy, so to keep up on payments for her house and her daughter’s private school tuition, Allie packed up and flew
out east. But fate has a curve-ball or two to toss in Allie’s direction—she just doesn’t know it yet. She hadn’t anticipated
how her life would change after reuniting with her estranged sister, Des, or meeting her previously unknown half-sister,
Cara. And she’d certainly never expected to find small-town living charming. But the biggest surprise was that her longforgotten artistry would save the day when the theater’s renovation fund dried up. With opening day upon the sisters,
Allie’s free to go. But for the first time in her life, she feels like the woman she was always meant to be. Will she return to
the West Coast and resume her previous life, or will the love of “this amazing, endearing family of women” (Robyn Carr,
#1 New York Times bestselling author) be enough to draw her back to the place where the Hudson roots grow so deep?
Three Women and a Boat Anne Youngson 2021-08-31 THE BBC RADIO TWO BOOK CLUB PICK A hugely charming,
uplifting story that shows it's never too late for new adventures - for fans of HAROLD FRY, DEAR MRS BIRD and THE
LIBRARIAN. 'Full of grace and humanity' SUNDAY TIMES 'Life-affirming and funny' GOOD HOUSEKEEPING Meet Eve,
who has departed from her thirty-year career to become a Free Spirit; Sally, who has waved goodbye to her indifferent
husband and two grown-up children; and Anastasia: defiantly independent narrowboat-dweller, suddenly vulnerable as
she awaits a life-saving operation. Inexperienced and ill-equipped, Sally and Eve embark upon a journey through the
canals of England, guided by the remote and unsympathetic Anastasia. As they glide gently - and not so gently - through
the countryside, the eccentricities and challenges of canalboat life draw them inexorably together, and a tender and
unforgettable story unfolds. Disarmingly truthful and narrated with a rare, surprising wit, THREE WOMEN AND A BOAT is
a journey over the glorious waterways of England and into the unfathomable depths of the human
heart. ---------------------------- What customers are saying: 'Moving, tender and just a balm for the soul' ***** 'Perfect for
those in need of an uplifting read' **** 'A warm and enjoyable read' *****
Sinking of the Titanic and Great Sea Disasters Logan Marshall 2016-07-11 To the 1635 souls who were lost with the illfated Titanic, and especially to those heroic men, who, instead of trying to save themselves, stood aside that women and
children might have their chance; of each of them let it be written, as it was written of a Greater One--"He Died that Others
might Live" "I stood in unimaginable trance And agony that cannot be remembered."--COLERIDGE Dr. Van Dyke's
Spiritual Consolation to the Survivors of the Titanic The Titanic, greatest of ships, has gone to her ocean grave. What has

she left behind her? Think clearly.
The Goodbye Storm Danielle Stewart 2015-08-06 Autumn Chase is painfully aware grief is a beast that won’t be chased
off before it’s ready to leave. When an icy road and a dark night leave her a young widow, she’s forced to trade in her
perfectly planned future for the unknown. Like a child hiding from a monster, she pulls her covers up over her head with
the intention of sheltering herself forever. But once an unexpected stranger shows up on her doorstep, Autumn has to
choose between being alone or connecting with someone who is hurting as badly as she is. Noah Key, an emergency
room doctor, has solemnly informed countless families that their loved one could not be saved. However, when his own
wife dies suddenly there are no words to bring him comfort. His in-laws want him to fall to pieces to confirm his love for his
late wife. His colleagues want him to take time off to grieve. The only thing Noah wants is to work enough hours in the day
to forget his wife is gone. He’s written himself a prescription for a cocktail of distraction and exhaustion in order to trick his
brain into thinking his life isn’t in shambles. When the world keeps moving on without them, Noah and Autumn will need to
decide if they’ll survive the storm or allow themselves to be swept away by it.
Flores Girl: The Children God Forgot BookIM, LLC 2008-11 From the headlines of today comes the ultimate adventure
story of discovery. Two scientists unwittingly introduce a small tribe of prehistoric people living in isolation for a half million
years to the ultimate modern predator: humanity. This is their adventure combining a clash of cultures, religious ardor with
the oldest stories of all: the meaning of friendship and love. The two scientists, Sarah and Richard discover the existence
of a living human ancestor, Homo floresiensis on an isolated tropical island. These small Hobbit-like creatures are not the
Hobbits of JRR Tolkien¿s stories, but a small tribe of prehistoric people living in seeming isolation for nearly a half million
years on the Indonesian island of Irmã Flores. In their unrelenting quest for knowledge, Sarah and Richard unintentionally
expose these innocents to the onslaught of the modern world including corporate raiders, Indonesian pirates and religious
zealots. In the process of discovery and befriending these ancient people, Sarah and Richard rediscover their own
humanity and the opportunity to find true love. This as a rousing adventure book with serious undertones about our very
definition of humanity, and how we treat the other sentient creatures that occupy our small planet. What is at the core of
being human, and how are we systematically destroying those very same qualities that we hold so dear?

the-goodbye-boat
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